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Abstract
Blocking sets play a central role in Galois geometries. Besides their in-
trinsic geometrical importance, the importance of blocking sets also arises
from the use of blocking sets for the solution of many other geometrical
problems, and problems in related research areas. This article focusses on
these applications to motivate researchers to investigate blocking sets, and
to motivate researchers to investigate the problems that can be solved by
using blocking sets. By showing the many applications on blocking sets,
we also wish to prove that researchers who improve results on blocking
sets in fact open the door to improvements on the solution of many other
problems.
1 Definitions and introductory results
A set B of points of PG(n, q) is called a k–blocking set if every (n − k)–
dimensional subspace of PG(n, q) has a non–empty intersection with B, and
a set B of points of PG(n, q) is called a t–fold k–blocking set if every (n− k)–
dimensional subspace contains at least t points of B. In PG(2, q), the 1–blocking
sets are simply called blocking sets. Two subspaces Σ1 and Σ2 of PG(n, q) of
dimension k and n − k always have a non–empty intersection, hence a set B
containing a k–dimensional subspace is called a trivial k–blocking set. More-
over, a k–blocking set B is called minimal if it is minimal with respect to the
containment relation, i.e. B \ {P} is not a k–blocking set for every P ∈ B, and
it is called small if |B| < 3(qk+1)2 .
The blocking sets of PG(2, q) have been extensively studied in the last years
and there are plenty of results about characterizations (of small ones) and about
the bounds on the size. A trivial blocking set of PG(2, q) is a set of points
containing a line. The first examples of non–trivial blocking sets of small size
of PG(2, q) have been given in the following:
Theorem 1. In PG(2, q), q odd, there exists a projective triangle of side q+32
that is a minimal blocking set of size 3(q+1)2 [14].
In PG(2, q), q even, there exists a projective triad of side q+22 that is a
minimal blocking set of size 3q+22 [40].
This motivates the choice of the bound 3(q+1)2 for the size of a small block-
ing set in PG(2, q) and then generalized as 3(q
k+1)
2 for the k–blocking sets of
PG(n, q).
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In PG(2, q2), there are other well known examples of minimal blocking sets:
the Baer subplanes and the unitals. A Baer subplane B of PG(2, q2) is a plane
isomorphic to PG(2, q) contained in PG(2, q2), hence it has size q2 + q + 1 and
it has the property that every line of PG(2, q2) intersects B in 1 or q+ 1 points.
A unital U is a set of q3 +1 points of PG(2, q2) such that every line of PG(2, q2)
intersects it in 1 or q + 1 points and through every point P of U , there exists
a unique line ` such that ` ∩ U = {P}. These two examples are remarkable for
the following results:
Theorem 2. [13] Let B be a non–trivial minimal blocking set of PG(2, q), then
|B| ≥ q+√q+ 1 and equality holds if and only if q is a square and B is a Baer
subplane.
Theorem 3. Let B be a minimal blocking set of PG(2, q), then
• [15] |B| ≤ q√q + 1,
• [16] |B| = q√q + 1 if and only if q is a square and B is a unital.
In [8], the following lower bounds for planes of non–square order are proven:
Theorem 4. If B is a minimal blocking set in PG(2, q) and q = p2h+1, p prime,
then |B| ≥ q + q2/3 + 1 for p > 3 and |B| ≥ q + q2/3/21/3 + 1 for p = 2, 3.
On the other hand, there are results about large minimal blocking sets, that
are also called spectrum results, like the following:
Theorem 5. [43] There exists a minimal blocking set in PG(2, q), q > 4, for
every size in [2q − 1, 3q − 3].
Theorem 6. [18] For every value k in the interval [4q log q, q
√
q − q + 2√q],
there exists a minimal blocking set of cardinality k in PG(2, q), q square.
We now list some results about blocking sets in PG(n, q). We note that most
of them are derived from the corresponding planar results. ¿From now on, let
θk be the number of points of PG(k, q), that is, θk = (qk+1 − 1)/(q − 1).
Theorem 7. (Bose and Burton [12]) Let B be a k–blocking set in PG(n, q) that
has the smallest possible cardinality. Then B is a k–dimensional subspace of
PG(n, q).
Theorem 8. [5, 36] Let B be a non–trivial k–blocking set in PG(n, q), q > 2.
Then |B| ≥ θk + r(q)qk−1, where q + r(q) + 1 is the size of the smallest non–
trivial blocking set in PG(2, q), and the equality only holds if B is a cone with
base a minimal non–trivial blocking set of size q + r(q) + 1 of a plane pi and
vertex a (k − 2)–dimensional subspace skew to pi.
Theorem 9. [15, 16] Let B be a minimal 1–blocking set in PG(n, q), n ≥ 3,
then we have the following:
• If n = 3, then |B| ≤ q2 + 1 and the equality holds if and only if B is an
ovoid.
• If n ≥ 4, then |B| <
√
qn+1 + 1.
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Another important result about blocking sets that has been widely used to
prove many other theorems is the following:
Theorem 10. [72] Let B be a small minimal k–blocking set of PG(n, q), q = ph,
p > 2 prime. Then every subspace that intersects B intersects it in 1 (mod p)
points.
In light of this, we define the exponent of a small minimal k–blocking set B
as the largest integer e for which an (n − k)–space intersects B in 1 (mod pe)
points. Then Sziklai proved:
Theorem 11. [69] Let B be a small minimal k–blocking set of PG(n, q), q = ph,
p > 2 prime, with exponent e. Then e|h and every subspace that intersects B in
1 + pe points intersects it in a subline PG(1, pe).
Finally, a Re´dei–type k–blocking set in PG(n, q) is a blocking set B such
that there exists a hyperplane with |B| − qk points of B. If |B| < (3qk + 3)/2,
then these k–blocking sets are, in fact, k–linear blocking sets (see [3, 67, 73]).
A Fq–linear set in PG(n, qh) is a set of points whose defining vectors form a
Fq–vector space (for more details about these sets, see [62]). A k–blocking set B
that is also a linear set is called a linear k–blocking set. If B, |B| < (3qk + 3)/2,
is of Re´dei–type, then B is linear, but the converse is not true in general (see
[60]).
For more results on blocking sets, we refer to the survey articles [6, 71] and
also to the chapter on blocking sets [9] in the collected work [23].
The objective of this article is to illustrate the many geometrical problems
and problems in related research areas that use blocking sets. The use of block-
ing sets for solving a great variety of problems gives blocking sets a central place
within Galois geometries. By showing the many applications, we wish to moti-
vate researchers to investigate blocking sets, and/or to investigate problems that
use blocking sets. We also wish to show to the readers that improved results on
blocking sets will imply a large number of improvements to related problems.
In particular, in the last section, we state some open problems. One of these
open problems is the central problem on blocking sets: the investigation of the
linearity conjecture on small (multiple) blocking sets.
To conclude this introduction, we wish to note that p always will denote a
prime number and that θk = (qk+1−1)/(q−1) is equal to the number of points
in the k–dimensional projective space PG(k, q) over the finite field Fq of order
q.
We now present a classical example of a problem in Galois geometries that
uses blocking sets; the investigation of maximal partial spreads in PG(3, q) of
small deficiency δ.
2 Maximal partial spreads
A k–spread S of the projective space PG(n, q) is a partition of the point set of
PG(n, q) in k–dimensional subspaces, that is every point of PG(n, q) is contained
in exactly one element of S. It is well known (see e.g. [40]) that such a k–spread
exists if and only if k+1 divides n+1 and then |S| = qn+1−1
qk+1−1 . A partial k–spread
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S of PG(n, q) is a collection of pairwise disjoint k–subspaces, that is every point
of PG(n, q) is contained in at most one element of S. A maximal partial k–
spread is a partial k–spread, maximal with respect to the containment relation.
The size of the largest maximal partial k–spread, different from a k–spread, has
been investigated in great detail, and this is the classical example of a problem
that is investigated, using results on blocking sets.
Let S be a maximal partial line spread of PG(3, q) and let |S| = q2 + 1− δ
(a line spread of PG(3, q) has size q2+1). We call δ the deficiency of S. We will
call holes the points of PG(3, q) not contained in any line of S. Since the partial
spread is maximal, the set of holes cannot contain lines. Since the lines of S
are pairwise disjoint, every plane contains at most one line of S. The planes
containing a line of S are called rich, otherwise they are called poor. Let ` be a
line not in S: the lines of S meeting ` in a point must be contained in distinct
planes, hence the number of holes of ` is the same as the number of poor planes
through `. Let pi be a poor plane and let B be the set of holes of pi. Every line
` of pi must contain at least a hole since ` is contained in a poor plane. Hence,
we have the following:
Lemma 1. [59] The set of holes of a poor plane of a maximal partial spread of
size q2 + 1− δ is a non–trivial blocking set of size q + δ in this plane.
Hence, results on non–trivial blocking sets in PG(2, q) give information on
maximal partial spreads in PG(3, q) of small positive deficiency δ.
Let us first consider q to be a square. The largest value for the size of a
blocking set B of PG(2, q) such that B definitely must contain a Baer subplane
has been studied in detail; we list here the best known results. As mentioned
in the preceding section, p will always denote a prime number.
Theorem 12. Let B be a non–trivial blocking set of PG(2, q), q square.
1. [8] Let q = ph, h > 2, c2 = c3 = 2−
1
3 and cp = 1 for p > 3. If |B| <
q + cpq
2
3 + 1, then B contains a Baer subplane.
2. [70] Let q = p2. If |B| < 3(q + 1)/2, then B contains a Baer subplane.
In general, let δ(q) be the maximum integer such that a non–trivial blocking
set of PG(2, q) of size q + δ(q) must contain a Baer subplane. Then, for every
maximal partial spread S of positive deficiency δ ≤ δ(q), the set of holes in a
poor plane of S contains a Baer subplane of holes. One might wonder where all
these Baer subplanes of holes in these poor planes arise from. A logical guess
would be that the set of holes is the union of Baer subgeometries PG(3,
√
q),
since |PG(3,√q)| = (√q + 1)(q + 1) ≡ 0 (mod q + 1). This indeed was proven.
Using the results about blocking sets, in [59], the following theorem was proven.
Theorem 13. Let q > 4 be a square, let δ(q) be defined as before, 0 < δ ≤
min{(q + 1)/2, δ(q)}. If S is a maximal partial spread of size q2 + 1− δ, then
a) δ = s(
√
q + 1) for some integer s ≥ 2,
b) the set of holes of PG(3, q) is the union of s pairwise disjoint Baer subge-
ometries PG(3,
√
q).
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However, it is important to mention that no examples of maximal partial
spreads in PG(3, q) having a set of holes equal to the union of
√
q − 1 > s > 1
pairwise disjoint Baer subgeometries PG(3,
√
q) are known. Most likely, such
maximal partial spreads do not exist. The proof of the (non–)existence of such
maximal partial spreads is one of the open problems we mention in Subsection
7.5.
Let us now consider maximal partial spreads in PG(3, q3), where q = ph, h
odd, p ≥ 7.
Under these hypotheses for q, the non–trivial minimal blocking sets of PG(2, q3)
of the smallest and second smallest size have been completely classified in
[7, 61, 63, 70].
Theorem 14. In PG(2, q3), q = ph, p ≥ 7, h odd, p prime, the smallest and
the second smallest sizes for a non–trivial minimal blocking set are q3 + q2 + 1
and q3 + q2 + q + 1, respectively. The minimal blocking sets of these sizes are
unique up to projective equivalence and they are of Re´dei type. More precisely,
they are projected subgeometries PG(3, q) in a plane PG(2, q3).
Similarly, as for q square, the set of holes in a poor plane PG(2, q3), q =
ph, p ≥ 7, h odd, p prime, of a maximal partial spread, of deficiency δ ≤
q2 + q + 1, contains a projected subgeometry PG(3, q). Again, where can all
these projected subgeometries PG(3, q) of holes arise from? A logical guess is a
projected subgeometry PG(5, q) in PG(3, q3) of size q5 + q4 + q3 + q2 + q + 1 =
(q2 + q + 1)(q3 + 1) ≡ 0 (mod q3 + 1). This was indeed proven to be the case.
Theorem 15. [59] Let S be a maximal partial spread of size q6 + 1 − δ of
PG(3, q3), where q = ph, h odd, p ≥ 7, p prime, 0 < δ ≤ q2 + q + 1. Then
δ = q2 + q + 1 and the set of holes forms a projected subgeometry PG(5, q) in
PG(3, q3).
Finally, let S be a maximal partial spread of PG(3, q3), where q = ph, h ≥ 2
even, p ≥ 7. Combining the aforementioned results, it is possible to describe
the set of holes of S when its deficiency is small. As before, we first state the
results on the small minimal non–trivial blocking sets of the plane.
Theorem 16. [63] In PG(2, q3), where q = ph, h ≥ 2 even, p ≥ 7, the smallest
non–trivial blocking sets are:
a) a Baer subplane PG(2, q
3
2 ) (hence of order q3 + q
3
2 + 1);
b) a minimal blocking set of Re´dei type of size q3 + q2 + 1 which is a projected
subgeometry PG(3, q);
c) a minimal blocking set of Re´dei type of size q3+q2+q+1 which is a projected
subgeometry PG(3, q).
Theorem 17. Let S be a maximal partial spread of size q6 +1−δ of PG(3, q3),
where q = ph, h even, p ≥ 7, 0 < δ ≤ q2 + q + 1. If there is a Baer subplane of
holes, then all poor planes contain a Baer subplane of holes, δ = s(q
3
2 +1), s ≥ 2,
and the set of holes is the union of s pairwise disjoint subgeometries PG(3, q
3
2 ).
If no poor plane contains a Baer subplane of holes, then δ = q2 + q + 1 and
the set of holes forms a projected subgeometry PG(5, q) in PG(3, q3).
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It is clear from the preceding results that improved characterization results
on small minimal non–trivial blocking sets in PG(2, q) will imply improved char-
acterization results on maximal partial spreads of small positive deficiency δ.
We refer to [5, 28] for a more general application of the results about blocking
sets in order to find a lower bound on the size of maximal partial t–spreads
in PG(n, q). Precisely, let S be a maximal partial t–spread of PG(n, q): the
maximality of S implies that the set of points contained in an element of S is
an (n − t)–blocking set of PG(n, q). In [28], the author constructs as follows
small maximal partial t–spreads: let B be a minimal (n − t)–blocking set of
PG(n, q), then try to find a partial t–spread S1 that contains as many points of
B as possible; let A be B \ S1, then try to find the smallest set S2 of mutually
disjoint t–spaces that covers all the points of A. In the same paper, the author
finds a construction for maximal partial t–spreads:
Theorem 18. In PG(n, q), n = k(t + 1) + t − 1 + r, with k ≥ 2, there exist
maximal partial t–spreads of size
qr
qk(t+1) − 1
qt+1 − 1 +q
β−qr+1, where
{
β = −∞ if r = 0,
β = d(t+ r − 1)/2e+ 1 otherwise. (1)
Hence, by small maximal partial t–spreads, we mean maximal partial t–
spreads of size less than (1). As stated in Section 1, the smallest minimal
(n − t)–blocking set of PG(n, q) is a trivial one, i.e. an (n − t)–space, and the
second smallest one is given by Theorem 8. By counting arguments, it is easy
to see that if B is a blocking set as described in Theorem 8, a set of t–spaces
covering |B| points has size larger than (1), hence to find lower bounds on small
maximal partial t–spreads, it is necessary to start from an (n− t)–space; in this
way it is possible to find the following bounds:
Theorem 19. [28] In PG(n, q), n = k(t + 1) + t − 1 + r, with k ≥ 2, let S be
a smallest maximal partial t–spread. Then the following hold:
• if r = 0, then |S| = qk(t+1)−1qt+1−1 (this is actually proven in [5]);
• if r = 1, then |S| ≥ q qk(t+1)−1qt+1−1 + q2 − q + 1;
• if r > 1 and t+ 1 ≥ 2r, then |S| ≥ qr qk(t+1)−1qt+1−1 + (qr+1 − qr)/2 + 1;
• if r > 1 and t + 1 < 2r, then |S| ≥ qr qk(t+1)−1qt+1−1 + (qr+1 − qr + q2r−t−1 +
3q + 1)/2.
In some cases, these lower bounds and the upper bound given by (1) coincide
and so we have the exact size of a smallest maximal partial t–spread:
Corollary 1. a) In PG(2k + 1, q), k ≥ 2, the smallest maximal partial line
spreads have size q q
2k−1
q2−1 + q
2 − q + 1.
b) In PG(3k + 2, q), k ≥ 2, the smallest maximal partial plane spreads have
size q q
3k−1
q3−1 + q
2 − q + 1.
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3 Blocking sets and coding theory
The most natural application of finite geometry to coding theory occurs when
the codes are linear. Let Fq be the finite field of order q and let V := Fnq
be the n–dimensional vector space of the n–tuples over Fq. A linear code C
is a k–dimensional subspace of V and it is called an [n, k] code over Fq or
an [n, k]q code. The Hamming distance d(c, c′) of two codewords c and c′ is
the number of the components in which they differ and the minimum distance
d of C is the minimum of the set {d(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C, c 6= c′}. A linear [n, k]
code or [n, k]q code having minimum distance d is denoted by [n, k, d] code or
[n, k, d]q code. The weight w(c) of a codeword c is the number of the non–zero
components of c. It is well known (see for example [37]) that for a linear code C,
min{w(c)|c ∈ C\{0}} = min{d(c, c′)|c, c′ ∈ C, c 6= c′}. One of the main reasons
why the weight of the codewords of a linear code is investigated is that a code
C with minimum distance d can correct up to t errors, where 2t+ 1 ≤ d.
One of the ways to define a linear code C is by means of its generator
matrix H. If H is the incidence matrix of a finite geometry, the properties of
the geometries can be translated to properties of C and we have in this case
powerful tools to investigate the minimum distance and the weight distribution
of C. If H is the incidence matrix of the points and k–spaces of PG(n, q), then
we will denote the code generated by H by Ck(n, q). When we say that a vector
v ∈ Ck(n, q) is a subset S of PG(n, q), we mean that v is the incidence vector
of S. We let (c1, c2) denote the scalar product in Fq of two codewords c1 and
c2 of a q–ary linear code C. The dual code C⊥ of a q–ary linear code C of
length m is the set of all vectors orthogonal to all the codewords of C, hence
C⊥ = {v ∈ V (m, q)|(v, c) = 0,∀c ∈ C}. If C is a linear [m, k]–code, then C⊥
is an [m,m− k]–code and if H is a generator matrix for C, then H is a parity
check matrix for C⊥. Hence, Ck(n, q)⊥ is the code that has as parity check
matrix H the incidence matrix of points and k–dimensional spaces of PG(n, q).
The minimum distance d of Ck(n, q)⊥ satisfies the following inequality ([17]):
(q + p)qn−k−1 ≤ d ≤ 2qn−k, where q = ph, and for p = 2, the lower bound is
sharp. In [49], the authors use some properties of blocking sets to prove upper
bounds on d(Ck(n, q)⊥).
Theorem 20. [49] Let B be a minimal (n− k)–blocking set in PG(n, q) of size
qn−k + x, with x < (qn−k + 3)/2, such that there exists an (n − k)–space µ
intersecting B in x points. The difference of the incidence vectors of B and µ
is a codeword of Ck(n, q)⊥ with weight 2qn−k + θn−k−1 − x.
Theorem 21. [49] There exists a small minimal (n − k)–blocking set B of
size qn−k + x in PG(n, q), q = ph, such that there is an (n − k)–space µ with
|B ∩ µ| = x and with x = qn−k−1(q − 1)/(p− 1) + θn−k−2.
Corollary 2. [49] The minimum weight d of Ck(n, q)⊥ satisfies the following
inequality: d ≤ 2qn−k − qn−k−1(q − p)/(p− 1).
There are also applications of the theory of the blocking sets to the study of
the weights of the codewords of Ck(n, q). To define Ck(n, q), we have considered
the incidence matrix H, that is we have labeled the columns of H by the points
of PG(n, q), hence we have ordered the points. Let c ∈ Ck(n, q) and let supp(c)
be the set of indices i for which the ith–component of c is non–zero: this set
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defines a set S of points of PG(n, q) and we will say that S is defined by c. As
a first application, we mention the following theorem:
Theorem 22. [1] The minimum weight of Ck(n, q) is θk and a codeword of
such a weight is a scalar multiple of the incidence vector of a k–space.
This can be proven in an easy way (see [73, Theorem 6.3.3]) using the fact
that a small weight codeword defines a k–blocking set and using the well known
result that a k–blocking set of PG(n, q) of size θk is a k–space (Theorem 7).
Moreover, using the link between k–blocking sets and the codewords of Ck(n, q),
it is possible to compute a gap for the weight of the codewords. The first useful
result is the following:
Lemma 2. [51] Let c ∈ Ck(n, q), then there exists a value a ∈ Fp such that
(c, µ) = a for all the subspaces µ of PG(n, q) of dimension at least n− k.
Then it is easy to prove the following.
Theorem 23. Let c ∈ Ck(n, q), q = ph, p > 3, with w(c) < 2qk, such that
(c, µ) 6= 0 for some (n− k)–space µ, then c is a scalar multiple of the incidence
vector of a small minimal k–blocking set in PG(n, q).
Moreover, it is useful to see how the set defined by a codeword intersects a
given blocking set.
Lemma 3. [51] Let c ∈ Ck(n, q), q = ph, p > 3, with w(c) < 2qk, such that
(c, µ) 6= 0 for some (n − k)–space µ, and let B be a small minimal (n − k)–
blocking set. Then the set S of points defined by c intersects B in 1 mod p
points.
This very strong condition led to the following result about blocking sets.
Theorem 24. [51] If B is a minimal k–blocking set in PG(n, ph), p > 2,
|B| ≤ 3(phk − phk−1)/2, intersecting every Fp–linear (n − k)–blocking set in 1
mod p points, then B is trivial.
By Lemma 2, we have that either (c, µ) 6= 0 for all (n − k)–spaces µ, or
(c, µ) = 0 for all (n − k)–spaces µ, but in the latter case we get c ∈ Ck(n, q)⊥.
If c /∈ Ck(n, q)⊥ and w(c) < 2qk, then by Theorem 23 we have that supp(c)
defines a small minimal k–blocking set B that by Lemma 3 and Theorem 24
turns out to be trivial, that is B is a k–subspace and w(c) = θk. Hence, we have
the following theorem.
Theorem 25. [51] There are no codewords in Ck(n, q) \Ck(n, q)⊥, p > 5, with
weight in the interval ]θk, 2qk[.
Finally, since we have:
Theorem 26. [2] The minimum weight for Ck(n, q)⊥ is at least 2( q
n−1
qn−k−1 (1−
1
p ) +
1
p ).
We get the following gap for the weight of the codewords of Ck(n, q).
Theorem 27. [51] There are no codewords in Ck(n, q), p > 5, with weight in
the interval ]θk, 2( q
n−1
qn−k−1 (1− 1p ) + 1p )[.
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4 Minihypers and the Griesmer bound
4.1 The Griesmer bound
The Griesmer bound in coding theory gives a lower bound on the length n of
a k–dimensional linear code over the finite field Fq of order q, having minimum
distance d.
Theorem 28. ([32, 64]) For every linear [n, k, d]q code,
n ≥
k−1∑
i=0
d d
qi
e = gq(k, d),
where dxe denotes the smallest integer larger than or equal to x.
Linear codes attaining the Griesmer bound, i.e. with parameters [gq(k, d), k, d]q,
are called Griesmer codes.
The problem of whether the lower bound gq(k, d) is sharp for given k, d,
and q is a difficult problem. This problem is investigated by many different
techniques, one of which uses the geometrical concept of minihypers.
We now give the definition of a minihyper, as stated in the literature, but as
immediately can be seen from the definition, a minihyper is nothing else than a
blocking set. In the following definition, a multiset (H, w) in PG(N, q) is a set
of points H of PG(N, q) with a weight function w associating a non–negative
integer to every point P of PG(N, q).
Definition 1. A multiset (F,w) in PG(N, q) is called an (f,m;N, q)–minihyper
if
(a) P ∈ F ⇐⇒ w(P ) > 0;
(b)
∑
P∈PG(N,q)
w(P ) = f ;
(b) |F ∩ H| =
∑
P∈F∩H
w(P ) ≥ m for any hyperplane H, and there exists a
hyperplane H0 with |F ∩H0| = m.
In case w(P ) ∈ {0, 1} for every point P of PG(N, q), we can omit the weight
function w in the definition of the minihyper and simply denote the minihyper
by F , and refer to it as projective minihyper. We will also speak of (f,m)–
minihypers if the geometry PG(N, q) we consider is clear from the context.
It is immediately clear from the definition that an (f,m;N, q)–minihyper is
in fact an m–fold 1–blocking set of size f . So, in the definition of an (f,m;N, q)–
minihyper, not only the minimal number m of points the set has in common
with every hyperplane is of importance, also the exact size f of the (f,m;N, q)–
minihyper is of importance.
The reason why both the size f and the minimal number m of points the
minihyper has in common with every hyperplane are important follows from the
close link between linear codes meeting the Griesmer bound and their geomet-
rical counterpart of the minihypers.
We now describe this link and a general class of minihypers.
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4.2 Minihypers and the Belov-Logachev-Sandimirov con-
struction
The link between minihypers in PG(k− 1, q) and linear [n, k, d]q codes meeting
the Griesmer bound is described in the following way.
For (s−1)qk−1 < d ≤ sqk−1, d can be written uniquely as d = sqk−1−
h∑
i=1
qλi
such that:
(a) 0 ≤ λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λh < k − 1,
(b) at most q − 1 of the values λi are equal to a given value.
Using this expression for d, the Griesmer bound for a linear [n, k, d]q code
becomes:
n ≥ sθk−1 −
h∑
i=1
θλi .
Hamada and Helleseth showed that in the case d = sqk−1−
h∑
i=1
qλi , there is a
one–to–one correspondence between the set of all non–equivalent [n, k, d]q codes
meeting the Griesmer bound and the set of all projectively distinct (
h∑
i=1
θλi ,
h∑
i=1
θλi−1; k − 1, q)–minihypers F [34]. This correspondence is as follows:
Consider a generator matrix G = (P1 · · ·Pn) of the [n, k, d]q code C meeting
the Griesmer bound, and let (s − 1)qk−1 < d ≤ sqk−1, where d is written as
d = sqk−1 −
h∑
i=1
qλi , described above. Then the n columns of G define points
of the projective space PG(k − 1, q). Consider the multiset s · PG(k − 1, q),
which is equal to s copies of the projective space PG(k−1, q). Then the multiset
s ·PG(k−1, q)\{P1, . . . , Pn} is equal to a (
h∑
i=1
θλi ,
h∑
i=1
θλi−1; k−1, q)–minihyper
(F , w). In other words, the weight w of a point P of PG(k − 1, q) is equal to
s minus the number of columns of G defining the point P of PG(k − 1, q). Al-
ternatively, the minihyper corresponding to a Griesmer code is the multiset in
s · PG(k − 1, q) obtained by taking the complement of the multiset {P1, . . . , Pn}
in the multiset s · PG(k − 1, q).
We note that this construction of linking minihypers to Griesmer codes is
also known in the literature under the name of anticodes [58].
Belov, Logachev, and Sandimirov [4] gave a construction method for Gries-
mer codes, which is easily described by using the corresponding minihypers.
Consider in PG(k−1, q) a sum of 0 points P1, P2, . . . , P0 , 1 lines `1, `2, . . .,
`1 , . . . , k−2 (k − 2)–dimensional subspaces pi(k−2)1 , . . . , pi(k−2)k−2 , with 0 ≤ i ≤
10
q − 1, i = 0, . . . , k − 2, then such a sum defines a (
k−2∑
i=0
iθi,
k−2∑
i=0
iθi−1; k − 1, q)–
minihyper F , where the weight of a point R of PG(k − 1, q) equals the number
of objects, in the description above, in which it is contained.
Now that the standard examples of minihypers are known, different prob-
lems on minihypers arise. One of them is the construction of other examples
of minihypers. The Belov-Logachev-Sandimirov construction can be extended
by allowing subgeometries and projected subgeometries, but there must be defi-
nitely many other types of minihypers. There is also the problem of determining
the minihypers which cannot be written as the sum of two other smaller mini-
hypers. One of the problems investigated greatly in recent years is the charac-
terization problem on minihypers, and equivalently on linear codes meeting the
Griesmer bound:
Characterize (f,m; k−1, q)–minihypers F for given parameters f =
k−2∑
i=0
iθi,
m =
k−2∑
i=0
iθi−1, k, and q.
Fundamental research on this problem was performed by Hamada et al who,
in many articles, obtained a lot of results on minihypers and who developed
a great amount of techniques useful in the study of minihypers. Their main
results are in [33, 35].
Since the research they performed, the techniques they developed have been
extended, including the use of the recent results on blocking sets. This has made
it possible to obtain great improvements. Since minihypers are in fact particular
blocking sets, the complete characterization of minihypers is greatly based on
corresponding characterization results on blocking sets. However, differences
occur between the geometrical study of blocking sets, and the corresponding
coding–theoretical characterizations of minihypers.
The geometrical interest is mainly the characterization of minimal block-
ing sets. This characterization includes minimal blocking sets which are cones
having a vertex and a base which is a non–trivial minimal blocking set in a
smaller space. But such cones are not always minihypers with the correct pa-
rameters (
h∑
i=1
θλi ,
h∑
i=1
θλi−1; k− 1, q). For instance, consider a 2–blocking set B
in PG(3, q), q square, which is a cone with vertex the point P and base the Baer
subplane PG(2,
√
q) in a plane skew to P . This cone has size f = q2+q
√
q+q+1,
and it intersects every plane in at least m =
√
q+1 points. But it is not possible
to write (f,m) in the form (
h∑
i=1
θλi ,
h∑
i=1
θλi−1). For the main known results on
minihypers, we refer to the survey articles [65, 66] and also to the chapter on
Galois geometries and coding theory [46] that appeared in the collected work
Recent research topics in Galois geometry [23].
We mention here the most recent results on projective minihypers, and on
weighted minihypers.
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Theorem 29. (De Beule, Metsch, and Storme [22]) A projective (
k−2∑
i=0
iθi,
k−2∑
i=0
iθi−1; k − 1, q)–minihyper, where
k−2∑
i=0
i ≤ δ0 with δ0 equal to one of the
values in Table 4.1, is a union of k−2 hyperplanes, k−3 (k − 3)–dimensional
spaces, . . . , 1 lines, and 0 points, which all are pairwise disjoint, so is of Belov-
Logachev-Sandimirov type.
In the following table, q = ps, p prime, s ≥ 1.
p s δ0
p 1 ≤ (p+ 1)/2
p 3 ≤ p2
p even ≤ √q
2 6m+ 1,m ≥ 1 ≤ 24m+1 − 24m − 22m+1/2
> 2 6m+ 1,m ≥ 1 ≤ p4m+1 − p4m − p2m+1/2 + 1/2
2 6m+ 3,m ≥ 1 < 24m+5/2 − 24m+1 − 22m+1 + 1
> 2 6m+ 3,m ≥ 1 ≤ p4m+2 − p2m+2 + 2
≥ 5 6m+ 5,m ≥ 0 < p4m+7/2 − p4m+3 − p2m+2/2 + 1
Table 4.1: Upper bounds on δ0
Theorem 30. (De Beule, Metsch, and Storme [21]) A (
k−2∑
i=0
iθi,
k−2∑
i=0
iθi−1;
k − 1, q)–minihyper, where
k−2∑
i=0
i <
√
q + 1, is a sum of k−2 hyperplanes,
k−3 (k − 3)–dimensional spaces, . . . , 1 lines, and 0 points, so it is of Belov-
Logachev-Sandimirov type.
The results on the minihypers are obtained by using results on blocking sets
via different kinds of methods.
For instance, consider a (
s∑
i=0
iθi,
s∑
i=0
iθi−1; k−1, q)–minihyper F ,
s∑
i=0
i = h
small and with s 6= 0. Then there exist (k − s)–dimensional subspaces Πk−s
intersecting F in (s(q+1)+m
(s−1)
0 , s; k−s, q)–minihypers, with s+m(s−1)0 ≤ h.
This is in fact an s–fold 1–blocking set in Πk−s. If these s–fold 1–blocking sets
in PG(k−s, q) are characterized, then the (k+1−s)–dimensional spaces Πk+1−s
intersecting F in (s(q2+q+1)+s−1(q+1)+m
(s−2)
0 , s(q+1)+s−1; k+1−s, q)–
minihypers Fk+1−s, with s+s−1+m
(s−2)
0 ≤ h, can sometimes be characterized
via the many hyperplanes of Πk+1−s that intersect F in (s(q+1)+m
(s−1)
0 , s; k−
s, q)–minihypers, with s +m
(s−1)
0 ≤ h.
Inductively, if all the (
s∑
i=j+1
iθi−j + m
(j)
0 ,
s∑
i=j+1
iθi−j−1; k − 1 − j, q)–
minihypers, with
s∑
i=j+1
i +m
(j)
0 ≤ h, are characterized, then sometimes all the
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(
s∑
i=j
iθi+1−j+m
(j−1)
0 ,
s∑
i=j
iθi−j ; k−j, q)–minihypers, with
s∑
i=j
i+m
(j−1)
0 ≤ h,
can be characterized. Finally, for j = 0, this might lead to the complete char-
acterization of the (
s∑
i=0
iθi,
s∑
i=0
iθi−1; k− 1, q)–minihypers F , with
s∑
i=0
i = h.
For instance, this method was used in [21, 22] and in [33, 35].
Since the characterization of minihypers heavily relies on the characteriza-
tion results on (multiple) blocking sets in the plane PG(2, q), also here we have
the phenomenon that improved characterization results on (multiple) blocking
sets in PG(2, q) imply improved characterization results on minihypers.
5 Extension results
Recently, a new link of blocking sets to a coding-theoretical problem has been
found. Namely, a link between blocking sets and the extendability of linear
codes has been determined. This link has already been used in combination
with the two classical results on blocking sets of Bose-Burton (Theorem 7) and
of Beutelspacher-Heim (Theorem 8).
Regarding the extendability problem for linear codes, it is already known
for a long time that a binary [n, k, d] code of odd minimum distance d can be
extended to an [n + 1, k, d + 1] code by adding a parity check. This result has
been generalized by Hill and Lizak in [38, 39].
Theorem 31. (Hill and Lizak [38, 39]) Let C be an [n, k, d]q code with gcd(d, q) =
1 and with all non–zero weights congruent to 0 or d (mod q). Then C can be
extended to an [n+ 1, k, d+ 1]q code.
The geometrical version of this result is obtained in the following way. For
the details, we refer to the chapter on Galois geometries and coding theory [46]
in the collected work [23].
Consider a generator matrix G = (P1 · · ·Pn) of the linear code C of Theorem
31. Then the n columns of G define an (n,w; k − 1, q)–arc, i.e., a multiset of n
points in PG(k−1, q) intersecting every hyperplane in at most w = n−d points,
and with moreover gcd(n − w, q) = 1. ¿From the assumptions of Theorem 31,
the intersection sizes of all hyperplanes with this multiset are congruent to n or
w (mod q).
A geometrical proof shows that there are (qk−1 − 1)/(q − 1) hyperplanes
with intersection size congruent to n (mod q), which form a dual blocking set
with respect to the (k− 3)–dimensional subspaces of PG(k− 1, q), i.e., through
every (k − 3)–dimensional subspace of PG(k − 1, q), there passes at least one
hyperplane of PG(k−1, q) with intersection size congruent to n (mod q). By the
dual of the Bose-Burton theorem (Theorem 7), these hyperplanes pass through
a fixed point P . Hence, we can construct an (n+1, w; k−1, q)–arc by increasing
the multiplicity of P by 1.
Then Gˆ = (P1 · · ·PnP ) is the generator matrix of an [n + 1, k, d + 1]q code
Cˆ which is an extension of C.
Using the result of Beutelspacher and Heim (Theorem 8) and the geometrical
ideas described above, the preceding result was improved.
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Theorem 32. (Landjev and Rousseva [45]) Let K be an (n,w; k − 1, q)–arc,
q = ps, with spectrum (ai)i≥0. Let w 6≡ n (mod q) and∑
i 6≡w (mod q)
ai < q
k−2 + qk−3 + · · ·+ q + 1 + qk−3 · r(q), (2)
where q + r(q) + 1 is the minimal size of a non–trivial blocking set of PG(2, q).
Then K is extendable to an (n+ 1, w; k − 1, q)–arc.
This result is as follows restated into a non–extendability result for linear
codes.
Theorem 33. Let C be a non–extendable [n, k, d]q code, q = ps, with gcd(d, q) =
1. If (Ai)i≥0 is the spectrum of C, then
∑
i6≡0,d (mod q)
Ai ≥ qk−3 ·r(q), where r(q)
is the same as in Theorem 32.
6 Blocking sets and cryptography
We now mention an application of blocking sets in cryptography.
In [44], the authors designed a new key distribution scheme for TV–nets. A
major problem in the design of such a key distribution scheme is the fact that
sometimes subscribers to such a TV–net become compromised; this means that
they no longer wish to pay for receiving the programs of this latter TV–net. If
this happens, the codes (called keys) of these compromised subscribers become
themselves compromised, and must be no longer valid. The system of [44], based
on points and lines of projective planes, enables a TV–net to distribute keys to
their subscribers in such a way that keys still remain valid, even if subscribers
become compromised. Only if certain subsets of compromised subscribers are
reached, the TV–net has to distribute a new set of keys to all of their subscribers.
We now describe this key distribution scheme.
We identify the subscribers with the points of a projective plane PG(2, q).
The keys are identified with the lines of the projective plane PG(2, q).
If a person subscribes to the TV–net, he is identified with a point P of
PG(2, q) and he receives the keys of all the lines of PG(2, q) passing through P .
This enables him to receive the programs of the TV–net.
If however a subscriber P decides not to pay any longer for receiving the
programs of the TV–net, the keys of the lines of PG(2, q) passing through the
point P become invalid. This is no problem for the other subscribers since they
still lie on q lines not passing through P , so they still have q valid keys for
receiving the programs of the TV–net.
It is clear that if at most q subscribers become compromised, then every non–
compromised subscriber still has at least one valid key to receive the programs
of the TV–net. More precisely, when does a non–compromised subscriber Q
loose all his keys to view the programs? He looses all keys when all the keys
of the lines of PG(2, q) through Q become invalid. In other words, when the
set of compromised subscribers forms a trivial dual blocking set in PG(2, q),
containing all lines through Q.
Only when the compromised subscribers form a trivial dual blocking set
in PG(2, q), the TV–net has to distribute a new set of keys to all of their
subscribers.
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7 Other applications and open problems
In this section, we shall give a brief overview on other applications of blocking
sets. The first to mention is on the theory of t–covers.
7.1 Covers in Galois geometries
A t–cover C of PG(n, q) is a set of t–subspaces of PG(n, q) that cover the point
set of PG(n, q), i.e. every point of PG(n, q) is contained in at least one element of
C. Obviously, |C| ≥ d θnθt e (we remind that a t–spread, which is a particular case
of a t–cover, has size θnθt ) and we call the excess of C the integer  = |C| − d θnθt e.
The multiple points of C are the points contained in more than one element of
C and if P is a multiple point, then the surplus of P is the number of elements
of C containing P minus one. One can consider the surplus as a weight function
mapping a point P ∈ PG(n, q) to a non–negative integer surplus(P ). So we
have surplus(P ) > 0 if and only if P is a multiple point and, if t + 1 divides
n+ 1, then
∑
P∈PG(n,q)
s!urplus(P ) = θt. The following theorem shows the link
between blocking sets, more precisely minihypers, and the multiple points of a
t–cover.
Theorem 34. [30] Let C be a t–cover of PG(n, q), (t+ 1)|(n+ 1), with excess
 < q. Let F be the set of multiple points of C and let w(P ) = surplus(P ), ∀P ∈
PG(n, q). Then (F,w) is an (θt, θt−1;n, q)–minihyper.
By a classification result about minihypers of [30], it is possible to describe
the set of multiple points:
Corollary 3. [30] Let C be a t–cover of PG(n, q), (t + 1)|(n + 1), with excess
 < q where q is such that q+ q is the size of the smallest non–trivial blocking
sets of PG(2, q). Then the multiple points form a sum of  t–subspaces.
7.2 Minihypers and i–tight sets
By a polar space, we will mean the lattice of subspaces of a projective space
contained in a non–singular quadric or Hermitian variety, or the lattice of sub-
spaces totally isotropic with respect to a symplectic polarity (see for example
[41]). A subset T of a polar space of rank r ≥ 2 over Fq is i–tight if
|P⊥ ∩ T | =
{
i q
r−1−1
q−1 + q
r−1 if P ∈ T ,
i q
r−1−1
q−1 if P /∈ T .
The easiest example of an i–tight set of a polar space is the union of i pairwise
disjoint generators.
In [19], it has been shown that an i–tight set T of W (2r+1, q), Q+(2r+1, q),
or H(2r+1, q) is a set of iθr points intersecting every hyperplane in at least iθr−1
points, hence T is an (iθr, iθr−1; 2r + 1, q)–minihyper. Using characterization
results about minihypers of [19] and [29], it is possible to characterize i–tight
sets in the aforementioned polar spaces.
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Theorem 35. [19] An i–tight set on Q+(2r + 1, q), with 2 < i < q/2− 1, can
only exist for r odd; then such an i–tight set is the union of i pairwise disjoint
generators of Q+(2r+1, q). For every r ≥ 1, a 1– or 2–tight set on Q+(2r+1, q)
consists of one or two disjoint generators.
Theorem 36. [19] Let T be an i–tight set of H(2r + 1, q), with q > 16 and
i < q
5
8 /
√
2 + 1, then T is the union of pairwise disjoint generators and Baer
subgeometries PG(2r + 1,
√
q), such that the Hermitian polarity induces a sym-
plectic polarity on these Baer subgeometries.
Theorem 37. [19] Let T be an i–tight set of W (2r + 1, q), with q square and
i < q
5
8 /
√
2+1, then T is the union of pairwise disjoint r–dimensional subspaces
and Baer subgeometries PG(2r+1,
√
q). The r–dimensional subspaces are either
generators or pairs {U,U⊥}, with U ∩ U⊥ = ∅; the subgeometries are either
Baer subgeometries invariant under the symplectic polarity or pairs of Baer
subgeometries {B1,B2}, where P⊥ ∩ B2 =PG(2r,√q),∀P ∈ B1.
Since an i–tight set T of W (2r + 1, q), Q+(2r + 1, q), or H(2r + 1, q) is
an (iθr, iθr−1; 2r + 1, q)–minihyper, improved results on (iθr, iθr−1; 2r + 1, q)–
minihypers will imply improved results on these i–tight sets T . As minihypers
are blocking sets, we can again state that improved results on blocking sets
imply improved results on another topic, i.e. that of i–tight sets of polar spaces.
7.3 t–Fold k–blocking sets in PG(n, q)
Recently, results on 1–fold blocking sets have been extended to t–fold blocking
sets. This includes in particular the 1 (mod p) result (Theorem 10), which was
extended to a t (mod p) result. Since such t (mod p) results are very strong re-
sults, implying strong characterization results, we mention this t (mod p) result
on t–fold blocking sets, and give also a characterization result on t–fold blocking
sets heavily relying on this t (mod p) result.
Theorem 38. [26] Let B be a minimal weighted t–fold k–blocking set of PG(n, q),
q = ph, p prime, h ≥ 1, of size |B| = tqk + t+ k′, with t+ k′ ≤ (qk − 1)/2.
Then B intersects every (n− k)–dimensional subspace in t (mod p) points.
Theorem 39. [26] Let B be a minimal weighted t–fold k–blocking set of PG(n, q),
q = ph, p prime, h ≥ 1, of size |B| = tqk + t+ k′, with t+ k′ ≤ (qk − 1)/2.
Let e ≥ 1 be the largest integer such that each (n− k)–dimensional subspace
intersects B in t (mod pe) points. Then, for 0 ≤ s ≤ n − k and every s–
dimensional subspace Πs, |B ∩Πs| ∈ {0, 1, ..., t} (mod pe).
Theorem 40. [27] Let B be a minimal t–fold k–blocking set in PG(n, q), q
square, q ≥ 661, t < cpq1/6/2, of size at most |B| ≤ tqk + 2tqk−1√q < tqk +
cpq
k−1/3, with c2 = c3 = 2−
1
3 and cp = 1 for p > 3.
Then B is a union of t pairwise disjoint cones 〈pimi ,PG(2(k−mi−1),
√
q)〉,
−1 ≤ mi ≤ k − 1, i = 1, . . . , t.
Theorem 41. [27] Let B be a minimal t–fold k–blocking set in PG(n, q), q
square, t ≥ 2, which is a union of t pairwise disjoint cones 〈pimi ,PG(2(k−mi−
1),
√
q)〉, max{−1, 2k − n − 1} ≤ mi ≤ k − 1. Then k < n/2 if B contains at
least one k–dimensional space PG(k, q) and k ≤ n/2 in the other cases.
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7.4 Blocking sets and semifields
A finite semifield S is a finite algebraic structure satisfying all the axioms of
a skew field except (possibly) associativity. These algebraic structures are of
considerable interest because they coordinatize certain translation planes, called
semifield planes and two semifields are isotopic if and only if the corresponding
translation planes are isomorphic. A semifield coordinatizing a Desarguesian
plane is isotopic to a field. A geometric construction to get a translation plane
is the following: let S be a (t− 1)–spread of PG(2t− 1, q), embed PG(2t− 1, q)
as a hyperplane into PG(2t, q), and let A(S) be a point–line geometry such that
the points are the points of PG(2t, q)\PG(2t − 1, q) and the lines are the t–
dimensional subspaces of PG(2t, q) intersecting PG(2t−1, q) in an element of S
and the incidence is the containment. Then A(S) is a translation plane of order
qt (see e.g. [24]). A spread S is called a semifield spread if A(S) is coordinatized
by a semifield. For PG(2t−1, q), it is always possible to choose as homogeneous
coordinates (x1, . . . , xt; y1, . . . , yt) = (x; y) in such a way that the space A of
equation x = 0, B of equation y = 0 and C of equation x = y are elements of
the spread S. Then for every element D of S distinct from A, there is a unique
t × t matrix JD over Fq such that the point (a; b) belongs to D if and only if
b = aJD. The set C = {JD|D ∈ S, D 6= A} is called the spread set associated to
S with respect to A,B and C. The spread S is a semifield spread (with respect
to A) if and only if C is closed under the sum (for more details, see [24, Section
5.1]). Since C is closed under the sum, there exists a subfield Fs of Fq such that
C is a vector space of rank tn over Fs, where q = sn. Embed PG(2t− 1, q) as a
canonical subgeometry into PG(2t−1, qt) in such a way that (x; y) ∈PG(2t−1, q)
if and only if xq = x and yq = y, where xq = (xq1, . . . , x
q
t ). Let A∗ and B∗ be
the spaces of equation x = 0 and y = 0 respectively. If P = (b; 0) is a fixed
imaginary point of B∗, then I = {(b; bX)|X ∈ C} is the indicator set of S
(actually the definition of indicator set appears in a different, more involved
way in [52], but here, for the sake of brevity, we give this equivalent way to
introduce them) and let I∗ = {(λb; bX)|λ ∈ Fs, X ∈ C}. Let us now focus on
the case t = 2. Embed PG(3, q) as a canonical Baer subgeometry into PG(3, q2)
and let A∗ = {(x1, x2; 0, 0)|xi ∈ Fq2}, then T = 〈A∗, P 〉 is a plane isomorphic to
PG(2, q2). Then, with the notations as above, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 42. [52] The spread S is a semifield spread for PG(3, q) if and only
if I∗ is a Re´dei–type blocking set of T =PG(2, q2) disjoint from the Baer subline
A of A∗ which is a Re´dei line of I∗.
The semifields are not only linked to the spreads of projective spaces, but
also to flocks, and, in [52], it is also shown when a Re´dei–type blocking set gives
rise to a semifield flock (for the definitions and details, we refer to [52]).
For a survey on the most important results on finite semifields, we refer to
the article [47] in the collected work [23].
7.5 Open problems
1) (The linearity conjecture).
All the known examples of small minimal k–blocking sets in PG(n, q) are
linear k–blocking sets. If t such pairwise disjoint small linear k–blocking sets in
PG(n, q) exist, their union is a t–fold k–blocking set in PG(n, q).
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It is generally believed that all small minimal k–blocking sets in PG(n, q)
are linear k–blocking sets, and that all small minimal t–fold k–blocking sets in
PG(n, q) are the union of linear sets, under suitable conditions on the parameters
t, k, n, q, and |B|. This had led to the following linearity conjecture on blocking
sets.
Conjecture 1. (Linearity conjecture for multiple blocking sets [69])
In PG(n, q), any t–fold minimal k–blocking set B is the union of some (not
necessarily disjoint) linear point sets B1, . . . , Bs, where Bi is a ti–fold k–blocking
set, and t1+ · · ·+ts = t; provided that t and |B| are small enough (t ≤ T (n, q, k)
and |B| ≤ S(n, q, k) for two suitable functions T and S).
The proof of this linearity conjecture or parts of this conjecture will imply
many new results. As we have mentioned in the preceding sections, improve-
ments to characterization results on blocking sets will open the door to new
results on many other problems. That is why we present the problem of proving
the linearity conjecture as the central problem on blocking sets.
2) (Maximal partial spreads).
In Theorem 13, a theorem on maximal partial spreads in PG(3, q), q square,
is stated where it is mentioned that the set of holes is the union of s, with√
q− 1 > s > 1, Baer subgeometries PG(3,√q). Presently, no such examples of
maximal partial spreads are known.
Therefore, as a second open problem, we present the problem of proving
or disproving the existence of maximal partial spreads in PG(3, q), q square,
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 13.
3) (Extendability of linear codes).
Improvements to the results on the extendability of linear codes are stated
in the chapter on Galois geometries and coding theory [46] of [23]. For in-
stance, Maruta proved other extension results [55, 56, 57], including a doubly-
extendability result. The conditions that need to be satisfied however are very
technical. An open problem is to simplify these conditions. Here, a link with
blocking sets or with (weighted) 2–fold blocking sets might occur. In general,
is it possible to prove a t–fold extendability result on linear codes involving
(weighted) t–fold blocking sets?
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